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Abstract 
By applying descriptive set theory to the Wagner’s fine structure of regular w-languages we get 
quite different proofs of his results and obtain new results. We give an automata-free description 
of the fine structure. We present also a simple property of a deterministic Muller automaton 
equivalent to the condition that the corresponding regular o-language belongs to any given 
level of the fine structure. Our results and proofs demonstrate deep interconnections between 
descriptive set theory and the theory of w-languages. 
1. Introduction and discussion 
Regular o-languages were introduced by J.R. Biichi in the 1960s and studied by 
many people including B.A. Trakhtenbrot, R. McNaughton and M.O. Rabin. The subject 
quickly developed into a rich topic with several deep applications. Much information 
and references on the subject may be found e.g. in [ 18,15,22]. We assume acquaintance 
with some basic concepts, notation and results in this field, all of them may be found 
in the cited papers. 
One branch of the discussed topic deals with the classifications of regular o- 
languages by means of topology, hierarchies and reducibilities. A series of papers 
culminated with the paper [22] giving in a sense the finest possible classification. We 
will revise the paper of K. Wagner by giving new, quite different proofs of his results. 
Our approach leads to strengthenings of some results from [21,22, l] and to several 
new results. Let us start with recalling some notation and terminology. 
Fix a finite alphabet X containing more than one symbol (for simplicity we may 
assume that X = {X 1 x <k} for a natural number k > 1). Let X* and X0 denote, re- 
spectively, the sets of all words and of all w-words (i.e. sequences CI : o +X) over X. 
For n <w, let X” be the set of words of length n. Sets of words X<” and X’” are 
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defined in the same way. For X ={O, I} we write 2* in place of X*. By o* we denote 
the set of all finite strings of natural numbers. The empty string is denoted by 1. 
We use some almost standard notation concerning words and w-words, so we are 
not too casual in reminding it here. For w EX* and CI EX* UXw, w & a means that 
w is the substring of CI, w ct = wa denotes the concatenation, 1= Jw] is the length of 
w=w(O)~~~w(l-l).Forw~X*,WC:X*andA~X*UX~,letw~A={wa~cc~A}and 
W.A={W~[WEW,MEA}. For k,l<o and aEX*UXW, let a[k,Z]=a(k)...a(Z-1) 
and cc[k] = cc[O, k]. For x EX and IZ < o, x” denote the word of length n containing only 
the letter X. Our notation does not distinguish a word of length 1 and the corresponding 
letter. 
Recall that a &fuller automaton (S$J&‘) (over X) consists of a deterministic finite 
automaton 9 = (Q, qo, f) over X and of a family A of subsets of Q. For CI EX~, 
let {p(a) denote the set of states which occur infinitely often when 9 runs along CI. 
The set Z(P,&) ={cc cXW :&-(a) E J&} is called the o-language accepted by (EJt’). 
Regular w-languages ouer X (or just regular sets) are the o-languages accepted by 
Muller automata over X. As is well-known, there exists an equivalent automata-free 
description of regular sets in terms of regular expressions and some natural operations 
on w-languages, see e.g. [18]. Let W denote the class of all regular subsets of Xw. 
We will study some reducibilities on subsets of X0. For A, B CX”, A is said to 
be Wadge reducible to B (in symbols A <CA B), if A =g-l(B) for some function 
g :X0 +X0 continuous in the Cantor topology on X”‘. An effective version of this 
reducibility is the relation A <DA B defined in the same way but with the function g 
computable by a deterministic asynchronous finite transducer (i.e. by a deterministic 
finite automaton over X which outputs at each step a word over X). The introduced 
relations on the class P(X”) of all subsets of Xw are clearly preorderings. By GCA and 
EDA we denote the induced equivalence relations which give rise to the corresponding 
degree structures. The operation A $ B = (0 . a, i . /?I0 < i < k, CI E A, /? E B} on subsets 
of X”, X=(0 ,..., k - l}, induces the operation of least upper bound in the both 
structures. Our notation and terminology on reducibilities are standard and will be 
applied to some other similar relations considered later on. 
Let ow be the supremum of ordinals o”‘, m -CO (recall that ww is the order type of 
finite sequences (kl, . . . , k,,) of natural numbers kl> . . . 2 k,,, ordered lexicografically). 
Every nonzero ordinal a <w“’ is uniquely representable in the form c1= ok0 + . . . + ah 
with o>koa ... ak,,. 
One of main results of this paper is Theorem 6.2 giving a clear explicit construction 
of regular sets A, (a < coo) such that A, <DA A, $ k, <DA Ap for CI </I <oY” and any 
regular set is DA-equivalent to one of sets A,,&,A, @ 2, (cl<oO). This completely 
characterizes the structure (a; <DA). In particular, this structure is almost well-ordered 
with the order type oY’ (we call a structure (&; <DA) almost well-ordered, if it is 
well founded and for all A, B E ~2 either A <DA B or B <DA A. To any such a structure 
an ordinal may be related in the usual way). 
Theorem 6.2 is indeed a (nontrivial) reformulation of results from [22] but our proof 
is quite different from the proof in [22]. The reason is that we use some known facts 
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on Wadge degrees, on determinateness of games from [2] and on the so called fine 
hierarchy introduced by me in [S] in the context of recursion theory and applied to 
some other fields in several subsequent publications. It turns out that the sequence 
{%}oL<W”, where 9$ = {AIA <DA A,}, is a particular case of our fine hierarchy (we 
call this sequence here the fine structure by analogy with the term “coarse structure” 
used in [22] to denote a subsequence of {9&} which we discuss in Section 8). By 
applying our earlier results in this situation we get much new information on the fine 
structure, e.g. the estimation of CA-degrees of regular sets in the structure of Wadge 
degrees of Bore1 sets (the last structure is known to be almost well-ordered under 
< cA) and a very clear algebraic automata-free description of the fine structure (as far 
as we see, the paper [22] gives such a description only for some levels). Here is an 
example of such a description for the class &&+I. 
Example 1.1. Let 9’s be the class of regular sets which are open in the Cantor topology 
on P, and let 91 be the class of regular sets which are countable unions of regular 
closed sets (both classes are very important for the theory of regular sets and are present 
in most publications on this subject). Then 9&+i is the class of sets representable in 
the form (As n U,) u (Al n UI ), where Us, Ui E 90. Ao, Ai E 9, and UO n U, = 0. 
The paper [22] describes some levels of the fine structure in terms of Boolean 
operations on languages from 9s and 91, e.g. 92 = { Uo\U, 1 UO, U, E 9’0) and &&I = 
{ Uo\Ul ( UO, U1 E Sf,}. It turns out (Corollary 6.7) that similar descriptions exist for all 
levels. 
Namely, let ri be the set of Boolean terms with variables vi, VA (n <w). For t E Ti, 
let t( 9’) denote the class of values of t when variables vi (n < w) range over .& (i < 2). 
Then any of the classes t(Y) coincides with one of the classes ?&, 8, = {A IA E %‘)a> 
(01 cc?), and all the possibilities are realized. Again, for simplicity we illustrate this 
result for one particular class. 
Example 1.2. For the term t = (vi n i$’ n I$,) U (17: n vy n 17:) it holds t(Y) = $,,+i. In 
other words, Wo+i is the class of sets of the form (U. n & n V) u (o. n Ul n v), where 
Uo,U, ~90 and VEY,. 
Results discussed so far describe the fine structure in an automata-free manner. 
Theorem 7.3 provides an automata-theoretic description of the fine structure by pre- 
senting a clear explicit condition on a Muller automaton (E.&‘) equivalent to the 
condition l(E&) E 9&, for any CI <ww, The condition is formulated in terms of pre- 
orderings ~0 and < 1 on b= {I~(u)]cc EXO} defined as follows: U<l V, if U > V, 
and U ~0 V, if for any q E U there exists a w E X* with f(q, w) E V (as usual, f(q, w) 
denote the state reached by the automaton (Q, q, f) after reading the word w). 
The condition for arbitrary TV is a bit formal, so let us formulate it here only for 
the particular case TV = OJ + 1: Z(9$&) E 4+>+i ff there are no sets Un, UO, U,, UOO, UO,, 
U~O,U~~E& such that U~L<oUi<lUij for i,j<2, U~,Uo,Uoo,Ulo~.+fk’ and U1,Uol, 
Ull eJ@. 
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Example 1.3. Consider Muller automaton (E&!) over X = (0, 1) defined as follows: 
F=(Q,qo,f), Q={qo, *..,q5}9 f(40,i)=qi,f(41,i)=q2+2i, f(q2,i)=q2+i,f(q3,i) 
=q2~f(q4,j)=q4+i,f(q5,j)=q4 ad A= {{q2), {q4,q5)). Then &= {{qo},{q2}, {q4}, 
(42,431, {q4,q5)), {q2)-0 {q2,q3), (q4) 30 {q4,q5), (40) <O {q2}, {q4}, sets UA = {q2}, 
Uo = Uoo = (q2, q3}, UOI = {qz}, U1 = Ul1 = (q4, qs}, UIO = (q4) satisfy the condition for 
the automaton (%&\A) but there is no sequence Ul, . . . , UI1 satisfying the condi- 
tion for (Ed). Hence, Z(E&Y) E gw+i, Z(EJk’) = ,(%&a\,&) $! &+i and a fortiori 
I(*-&) E 5%j+i\k@o+i, i.e. Z(E&) ZDA A,+,. 
Theorem 7.3 extends the corresponding result from [22] giving a similar condition 
for the coarse structure. Actually, [22] contains also some description of the other 
levels in terms of < ,o, 6 1 and of the so called derivatives of automata; our description 
does not need the last notion. From some of our earlier results on the fine hierarchy 
we get also a new easy description of the coarse structure. 
In contrast to [22], we first describe the fine structure and then the coarse structure. 
Another difference in methodology is that we succeeded to completely separate the 
automata-free and automata-theoretic aspects of the fine structure. The paper [22] is a 
complicated mixture of the both aspects. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sections 2-5 we describe some 
auxiliary facts most of which are known, in Sections 6 and 7 we present respectively 
the automata-free and automata-theoretic treatments of the fine hierarchy, in Section 8 
we get the new description of the coarse structure mentioned above, and in Section 9 
we describe a similar theory for a refinement of the fine hiearachy induced by the 
Lipschitz reducibility (defined in the next section). 
2. Wadge hierarchy of Bore1 sets 
Here we describe some notation and facts on Bore1 hierarchy and Wadge and 
Lipschitz reducibilities. Note that for the sake of uniformity we use here notation 
for these reducibilities from [22] which is different from notation in descriptive set 
theory. 
Let g denote the class of Bore1 subsets of P, i.e. the least class containing the 
open sets and closed under complementation and countable union. These sets can be 
organized in a hierarchy the lowest levels of which are as follows: G and F are 
the classes of open and closed sets, respectively; Gs(F,) is the class of countable 
intersections (unions) of open (resp. closed) sets; Gbb(FC6) is the class of countable 
unions (intersections) of Gs- (resp. of FO-) sets, and so on. 
In the modern notation of hierarchy theory, E;8 = Gf’F is the class of clopen 
sets, Ey = G, Xi = F,, Xi = GaO, Xi = Fg60 and so on, @ is the dual class for Zz”, and 
@ = XII n II:. The sequence {Ez}ni, is known as the jinite BoreZ hierarchy. It may be 
in a natural way extended on all countable ordinals; the resulting sequence {E~}l<w,, 
called the BoreZ hierarchy, exhausts the class &?. 
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For d 2 P(X”), let d= {klA E ZZI} denote the dual class for ,rQ; d is selfdual, if 
d =d. We say that a class G? has the reduction property, if for all Bo,Bl E d there 
are disjoint Bb, B’, E d such that Bi C Bi and Bo U B1 = Bb U B’,. A class d has the 
separation property, if any disjoint sets Ao,Al E d are separable by a set B E &n d 
(i.e. A0 C B CA,). A set A is d-complete with respect to <CA, if A E JZJ and any 
set from d is CA-reducible to A; similar notions are applied to other 
reducibilities. 
Let 5 = (as, at) be the code of the pair of w-words defined by 5(2n+i) = ai( i ~2; 
in the same way one can code longer tuples of w-words. This coding provides a 
homeomorphism between Xw xX” and X”. A set A is called universal for a class d, 
if A E d and d coincides with the class of all sets {bl(a, /?) E A} for CI E Xw, Note 
that if a set is universal for d then it is &-complete with respect to < CA. A set A is 
called selfdual, if A<CA 2 (then of course A s-c.4 A). 
Let us state some well-known properties of the introduced notions. Proofs may be 
found e.g. in [7]. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) For any n, the class Ef contains 8,XW, is closed under U,fl, is closed 
downwards under <CA and has the reduction property. 
(ii) Any level Ez+, has a universal set which is XII,,-complete and nonselfdual. 
(iii) For any n, Ei U II: C Ai+, , and for n > 0 the inclusion is strict. 
(iv) For all A, B 2 X”, A @ B is the supremum of A and B under <CA and <DA. 
(v) For any A CXW, the set A @ 2 is selfdual. 
(vi) For any & & P(X”), if d has the reduction property then d has the separa- 
tion property. 
(vii) If a class d c P(X”) is closed downwards under <CA and has a universal 
set, then d is not selfdual. 
The next two lemmas are located here because they provide good examples for the 
notion of CA-reducibility (though they will be first used only in Section 5). Define a 
x:-set U and disjoint E’&sets K (i< 1) as follows: 
U={~E2°13n(a(n)= l)} and q={aE2w(3kVZ>k(a(l)=i)}. 
Lemma 2.2. (i) Any A E Zy is CA-reducible to U by a continuous function g : Xw 
-+ 2”‘. 
(ii) Any A E YZi is CA-reducible to VO by a continuous function g :X” + 2”. 
Proof. (i) For A = 8 the assertion is clear. Otherwise A = U{ a 1 wk C_ a} for a sequence 
{~k}k<~~ of elements of X*. For a E X”, define /I = g(a) E 2w by: b(n) = 1 iff wn C c( 
and wk $ a for k<n. Then g:XQ+20 IS continuous, g(a) has no l’s for a @’ A and 
g(a) has exactly one 1 for c( E A. So g has the desired properties. 
(ii) Let AE$, so A= U k<o Bk for some closed sets Bo 2 B1 2 . . . . By the proof 
of (i), there are continuous functions gk :X0 -+ 2” such that &(a) has no l’s for 
c! E Bk and &(a) has exactly one 1 for a 9 Bk. For M E X”, define fl= g(a) E 2w by 
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P(k,n)=gk(a)(n), where (.,.) is th e usual pairing function on co. The function g has 
the desired properties completing the proof. 
Now consider a reducibility of pairs of sets. A pair (&,A1 ) is CA-reducible to a 
pair (&,I?~), if there is a continuous function g on Xw such that Ai = g-‘(Bi) for iQ 1. 
Define disjoint X:-sets Q(i < 1) by Ui = U,,, 02nfi . 1 . F”. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) Any pair (&AI) of disjoint X:-sets is CA-reducible to (LJ,, Ul) by 
a continuous function g : Xw -+ 2w. 
(ii) Any pair (Ao,Al) of disjoint &sets is CA-reducible to (V,, fi) by a continuous 
function g :X” -+ 2O. 
(iii) For any n <o there is a pair (U{, Ur) of disjoint X:+,-sets such that any pair 
of disjoint Zz+, -sets is CA-reducible to (Ut, U:). 
Proof. (i) By 2.2(i), there exist continuous functions gi :X” + 2w such that Ai = 
gi’(U) for i 6 1. Fix CI gXw and set pi = gi(a). By disjointness of A0 and Al, at 
least one of /3s, /It consists only of 0’s. Define /I = g(cc) E 2w as follows: if both PO, /31 
consist only of O’s set /3 = 00. . . ; otherwise, find the unique i < 1 and the least n <o 
with Pi(n) = 1 and set p = 0 2nfi. 1 .OO. . . . Then the function g has the desired properties. 
(ii) By 2.2(ii), there exist continuous functions gi : Xw + 2w such that Ai = gi’( 6) 
for i < 1. Fix CI EP’ and set pi = gi(M). By disjointness of Aa and Al, the set D, = 
{k I PO(k) # 0 v Pl (k) # 0) = {ko < k1-c . . .) . 1s infinite. Define /3 = g(a) as follows: 
if pe(ki) = 0, then p(2i) = p(2i + 1) = 0; 
if /?t(ki)=O, then p(2i)=p(2i+ l)= 1; 
if ps(ki)=pt(ki)= 1, then p(2i)=O and p(2i + l)= 1. 
One easily checks that g has the desired properties. 
(iii) Let B, be a X:+,-complete set, Ci={(CIO,Cll))C(iEB,} for idl, and (U,“,U;) 
be a reducing pair of Xi+, -sets for (CO, Ct ). Now, if Ws, K are disjoint IZz+t -sets then 
take continuous functions gi CA-reducing @ to B, and set g(a) = (go(a), g,(a)). Then 
g CA-reduces ( WO, &) to (U,“, U;) completing the proof. 0 
Now we turn to more sophisticated properties of Wadge reducibility and of one of 
its modifications defined as follows. A set A is called Lipschits reducible to a set B (in 
symbols A < ,-s B), if A = g-‘(B) for a synchronous continuous function g :X0 -+X0 
(i.e. a function satisfying f({)(n)= (p(t[n + 11) for some cp :X* -+X). Of course, 
Lipschitz reducibility implies Wadge reducibility. 
For proofs of the next assertions see [ 17,19,20]. 
Lemma 2.4. (i) For any B E g, B < cs B ifs B < CA L?. 
(ii) The structures (SJ!; 6~s) and (&?; <CA) are almost well-ordered. 
(iii) For any nonselfdual B E g, the class C, = {A /A d CA B} has a universal set. 
(iv) For any nonselfdual B E 58, exactly one of the classes CB, CB has the separation 
property. 
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By Lemma 2.4, there exist an ordinal b and an increasing w.r.t. inclusion se- 
quence {Z:a}acb of all nonselfdual classes of Bore1 sets which are closed downwards, 
have complete sets under d CA ‘and do not have the separation property (such an 
ordinal and a sequence are of course unique). In [20] the ordinal /I is character- 
ized in terms of ordinal arithmetic, namely /I = E(;’ (we do not use this estimation 
and hence do not recall the definition of the last ordinal). We call the sequence 
{&}cc<p the Wadge hierarchy of Bore1 sets; this hierarchy of course refines the Bore1 
hierarchy. 
Remark 2.5. We sketched the Wadge reducibility of Bore1 sets in some detail only for 
the sake of completeness and for a future discussion. For proofs of our results below 
we need only two deep facts: 2.4(i) and the fact that for all Bore1 sets A and B either 
A < cs B or B <csA (actually we need these facts only for Ai-sets). 
3. Regular o-languages 
Here we summarize some facts on regular sets most of which are known. 
Along with the reducibility <DA from Introduction we consider the reducibility <OS 
by (functions computable by) deterministic synchronous finite transducers (i.e. by de- 
terministic finite automata which outputs one letter at each step of computation). It is 
defined in the obvious way and was also studied in [22]. Note that ~0s implies <DA, 
and <OS is an effective version of the Lipschitz reducibility < cs. 
The assertions (i)-(vii) below are well-known (see [16, 18,221 for the history and 
references to the original papers), while the assertion (viii) is evident. Recall that 9 
denotes the class of all regular w-languages. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) The class W is closed under Boolean operations. 
(ii) Any regular set is a Boolean combination of regular Xi-sets. 
(iii) The classes of regular Zy- and of regular Xi-sets are closed under U, n and 
are downward closed under <DA. 
(iv) There are regular sets in IS: \ II(: and in Xi \ II:. 
(v) The relations <Ds and <cs on d coincide. 
(vi) The class of regular Ai-sets coincides with the class of Boolean combinations 
of regular Ef)-sets. 
(vii) A regular set A is Xi ifs A = {t : IF(<) C T} for a deterministic finite 
automaton g = (Q, go, f) and for a set T C Q. 
(viii) The “projections” (~0,. . . , vk) H vi are computable by deterministic asyn- 
chronous .jinite transducers. 
Note that the proofs of these facts were given before [22] and do not use that paper 
(the assertion (v) was indeed proved in [22] but it follows also from [2], see Remark 3 
at the end of [22]). 
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The next assertion seems formally new but it follows from the known proofs and 
constructions. 
Proposition 3.2. (i) The classes of regular I$- and of regular Xi-sets have the 
reduction property. 
(ii) Every two disjoint regular I$-sets are separable by a Boolean combination of 
regular J$-sets. 
(iii) For any n 6 1 there is a pair (Ut, U;) of disjoint regular X:+,-sets such that 
any pair of disjoint regular Xz+, -sets is DA-reducible to (U{, .!Jr ). 
Proof. (i) Let Bi, i <2, be regular open sets. Then Bi = Wi .X” for some regular sets 
of words I+$ cX*. Let 
W,‘={aE&IVbca(b $ &)}, W{={aE & IVb&a(b $ Wo)} 
and B( = W/.X0. Then the sets B&B’, clearly reduce Bo, BI and are open. By considering 
the product of the automata recognizing the sets WO and & one easily sees that the 
sets WJ, W[ are regular, hence B&B’, are regular too. 
For the case of regular @sets Bo,Bl CX”, choose an automaton F = (Q, qo, f) 
such that there are sets TO, Tr &Q satisfying Bi = {<:&~(t) c c} (such an automaton 
is constructed in the obvious way from the product of automata representing Bo and 
B1 as in 3.l(vii)). Then Bo nB1 ={~:Z~(~)~ TO fl Tl}. 
Let F’ = (Q x (0, l}, (qo,O), f’) where 
f’((q,k),x)= 
1 
(f(q,x), 1) if k=OAf(q,x) Sr TO, 
(f(q,x),O) if k= 1 Af(q,x) Sr TI, 
(f (q, x), k) otherwise. 
By cases one easily checks that the regular Xi-sets Bi = { 5 : &I( 5) & (Z x {i})}, id 1, 
reduce the sets Bo, BI . 
(ii) follows from (i), 3.l(vi) and 2.l(vi). 
(iii) Let B,(n< 1) be a regular set from X~+r\IT~+,. We claim that any regular 
X:+,-set A is DA-reducible to B,. Suppose not: A~DA B,, so A 6~s B, and, by 3.1(v), 
Ages B,. By 2.4(ii), &, <es A. But then & E Xz+, contradicting to the choice of B,. 
Using 3.2(i) one can now step by step repeat the proof of 2.3(iii) replacing <CA 
by <<DA and assuming regularity of WO, 6. This completes the proof. 0 
Notice that the tricks similar to those in the proof of 3.2(iii) are used in some of 
the further proofs as well. 
Remark 3.3. As was noticed by a referee of this paper in his report, some strength- 
enings of 3.2(i) hold true. E.g., the classes of regular Zy-sets and of regular Z!$sets, 
as well as finite levels of the difference hierarchy over these classes, have the norm 
property (for definition of the last notion see [7]). 
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4. Fine hierarchy 
Now we summarize some facts on the abstract version of the fine hierarchy consid- 
ered in a series of my papers. It makes no sense to repeat here motivations for the 
notions and proofs of the results formulated below, because all this may be found in 
[9, lo] and, in a systematized form, in [ 141. 
Let (B; U, n,-, 0,l) be a Boolean algebra. By a base (in B) we mean any sequence 
{-%l)n<u, of sublattices of (B; U, rl, 0,l) satisfying L&i, C Ln+l, where i, = (5 ( a E L,}. 
Note that by the Stone Representation Theorem we may think of the L,‘s as of classes 
of sets. 
Definition 4.1. (i) A base L is interpolable, if for all n<w any two disjoint elements 
a, b E in+1 are separable by a Boolean combination of elements of L,. 
(ii) A base L is reducible, if any L, has the reduction property. 
We need an operation Bisep on subsets of B defined by 
BW(X Yo,Y~,Yz)={xoyo Uxlyl UXoXlyzIxi EX,Y~E I;, xoxlyo =xoxlyl}. 
where xayo stand for x0 n yo. This operation generalizes the following operation from 
[5] used for a description of some levels of the Wadge hierarchy: 
bisep(X, Yo, Yl, Yl) = (~0~0 Uxlyl UXoZlyz (xi EX,Y~ E I;, ~0x1 = 0). 
Now we define a notion which will be the main technical instrument in further con- 
siderations. It uses the well-known ordinal EO = sup{ o, UP, UP”‘, . . .}. 
Definition 4.2. By the fine hierarchy over L we mean the sequence {SE},,,,, where 
S, = S,” and the classes si(n < w) are defined by induction on a : St = (0); S$ = SF+l 
for y>O; S;+l - Bisep(L,,Si,$,S:) for all /~-CEO, and Si;+oT = Bisep(L,,S;,f$,S$) 
for y>O and p of the form /?=oY. j?l>O. 
Our definition uses some ordinal arithmetic as described e.g. in [4]. To see that 
this inductive definition is correct note that every nonzero ordinal tx <~a is uniquely 
representable in the form a = my0 + . . - + coyk for a finite sequence yo 2 . . . > yk of 
ordinals <a. Applying 4.2 we subsequently get Sz:,, , Si.,,+,;, , . . . , St. The classes SF 
for 12 > 0 play a technical role, they are among the classes S,. 
If the reader is not interested in the fine hierarchy itself he does not need to remember 
the definition of EO and the related ordinal arithmetic, because for the classification of 
regular sets it suffices to consider the above definitions only for the ordinals CI < CP 
(and for n < 1); in this case the ordinals ~0,. . . , yk above are just natural numbers. 
Let us formulate some properties of the introduced notions. 
Lemma 4.3. (i) If a </I -CEO then S, u 3, c Sp 
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(ii) For any n<~,{S,$}k<~ is the dtference hierarchy over L,, i.e. Si = (0) and s 
1F,, ={%~aES~,uEL,}. 
(iii) The class Ux__‘,, S, coincides with the Boolean closure of L,. 
(iv) If {L,) and {LA) are bases in Boolean algebras B and B’ respectively and 
g : B -+ B’ is a homomorphism satisfying g(L,,) c LL for all n <co, then g(S,) 2 5’: for 
all CI < Eg. 
(v) If L is interpolable then S,nS, = U ” B<a(Sp USp) for all limit ordinals CI < 80. 
(vi) Classes of the fine hierarchy over a reducible base L coincide with the cor- 
responding classes obtained by using the operation bisep in place of Bisep. 
(vii) If L is reducible then, for all /?<Eo, Sb+, n $+I is the class of elements 
aOuO U alul, where ao, 21 E Sp, ug, u1 E LO and uoul = 0, ug U u1 = 1. 
(viii) If L is reducible then all classes $@(a<&~) have the separation property. 
Notice that the difference hierarchy mentioned in 4.3(ii) was first considered by 
Hausdorff and Kuratowski in the context of descriptive set theory and afterwards by 
people studying regular o-languages (most recent reference is probably [l]). 
The fine hierarchy as defined above seems at first glance ad hoc. In [14] we have 
given a natural and clear description of it (over a reducible base) in terms of Boolean 
operations. Let T be the set of terms in the language {U, n,- ,O, 1) with variables 
v;(k,n <co). Relate to any t E T the set t(L) of all values of t when the variables 
v;(k <CO) range over L, for all n <co. The next result from [12, 141 relates these 
classes to the levels of the fine hierarchy over L. The proof is elementary, though 
rather technical. 
Theorem 4.4. For any reducible base L, {SE, S, jcr CEO} = {t(L) ( t E T}. There are al- 
gorithms computing from any ordinal a < EO a corresponding term t E T and vice versa. 
The next corollary of 4.4 (for details see [14]) states a natural closure property of 
the fine hierarchy. Relate to any term s = s(x0,. . . ,a~,-. 1) in the language {U, fl,-, 0, l} 
an n-ary operation F, on classes of sets as follows: 
K(Ao, . . . > An-l)= {s(ag,. ..,a,-l)jai EAi}. 
E.g., for s =x0 nxi we have F,(Ao,Al) = (a0 n al lai EAi}. 
Corollary 4.5. Over any reducible base, the collection {SK, S, ) a < ~0) is closed under 
the operations F,, and the structure formed by this collection and these operations is 
recursive. 
We need also the following technically important description of the fine hierarchy 
(A in the next definition denotes the empty string). 
Definition 4.6. (i) For p E CO*, a p-tree over L is an indexed family {aG},,E2* such 
that aA=l, &_>a& for all 0~2” and k,<l, a,=0 for Ia1 > 1~1 and auk ELP(lQl) for 
b < IPI. 
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(ii) A p-tree {a,} IS reduced, if a,oa,,l = 0 for all o E 2*. 
(iii) A p-tree {a,} d fi e nes an element a iff a = lJ, &I and 5 = & U(iJ, Go), where 
_ _ 
a, = w%O~,l~ 
Note that for any reduced tree {a,} the elements a”,, are pairwise disjoint, and 
their union is 1. Let T,(R,) be the set of elements defined by p-trees (resp. by 
reduced p-trees) over L. Define strings &(n < o) by induction on 01 as follows: 
CL: = I,, P:+, = n&, & = p,Il+i for y > 0, pi+,, =/.&n& for 6 = 0.9 . 6’ > 0, y > 0. 
Let prr = 11:. For example, 1;~ = 00, pw3+3 = 000111, ,u~z+~ = 1011, /J,,,~+,+z = 00102 
and so on. Notice that for the important particular case LY < w” the sequence 11, may 
be defined more explicitly as follows: ~0 = 2, pL, = 1’n01’f7-10. . . lkO for a limit ordinal 
a = ,$ + . . . + Wkr,, ko > . . . > k, > 0, and pL, = O’/.Q for a successor ordinal c1= ,! + I 
(A is limit, 0 < I < c0). 
In the next proposition, assertions (ii) and (iii) follow easily from assertion (i) which 
relates the classes T, to the operation Bisep. For a proof see [14]. 
Proposition 4.7. (i) Let strings v, < E w* and number n satisfy n < v(i) and n < t(j) 
for all i < Iv\, j < 151. Then Bisep (L,,, Tr;, Tt, T,) = T,,,r. 
(ii) Over any base L, {SJCL < E} = {T,(p E co*} and S, = TPz for all a < co. 
(iii) Over any reducible base L, {&Icx CE} = {RP,Ip E CD*} and S, =R, for all 
a < El). 
5. Examples of fine hierarchy 
In our publications one could find several examples of the fine hierarchy with ap- 
plications. Here we consider two concrete examples of the fine hierarchy relevant to 
the topic of this paper. 
BY 2.1, L = I$+, }n<w is a reducible base. Let {9??} be the fine hierarchy over L. 
We need the following complete sets for levels of this hierarchy. 
Define the sets A”,(n < w) by induction on a < EO as follows: AI; = 0, A”,;. = A;+‘, 
A~+l={(~U,v,5)1(~~UUo”~vvAA;;)V(~~U;A5~A~)),andA~+,:.={(~u,v,5,p)l(~~UUo” 
A v E Al;) V (p E U; A r $i A;) V (p $ (U[ U U;) A p E A”,.,)}, where the ordinals satisfy 
the same conditions as in Definition 4.2 and U:, U; are the sets from 2.3(iii). 
Let us state some properties of the introduced objects. 
Proposition 5.1. (i) For any a < ~0, the class Sp, is downward closed under <CA and 
has a universal set. 
(ii) For any a < ~0, the set A: is YE-complete with respect to <c- and is not 
selfdual. 
(iii) For any CI < ~0, the class $ has the separation property. 
Proof. (i) This assertion is a particular case of results from [5]. For the sake of further 
considerations we give a proof of the fact that YE is downward closed under <=A. 
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We have to show that g-*(A) E YE for any A E 57% and any continuous function g. By 
4.3(iv), it suffices to show that the map A H g -‘(A) is a homomorphism of the Boolean 
algebra P(Xw) into itself respecting all classes Xi+,. But this is clear (see 2.1). 
(ii) The second assertion (that AZ is not selfdual) follows from the first one, from (i) 
and from 2.l(vii), hence it suffices to prove the first assertion. The evident induction 
shows that A”, E YRn for all II and a, hence it remains to reduce any DE YE” to Ai. 
This is also by induction. The cases LX = 0, o9’ are trivial. The remaining cases are 
considered similarly to one another, so consider only the case CI = fi + 1. By 4.3(vi), 
D =DoWo U D1 WI for some DO,& E 9; and disjoint I$+,-sets Wo, Wt. By 2.3(iii) 
and by induction hypothesis, ( WO, Wt ) <o~(Ul, U;), DO <CA AZ and Dt <cAA~. Let 
f, go and gt be continuous functions witnessing these reductions. Then the function 
p k (f(p),g&), gl(p)) CA-reduces D to Ai. 
(iii) follows from 2.1(i) and 4.3(viii). This completes the proof. 0 
By 5.1 and 2.4, the hierarchy {Yz} is a fragment of the Wadge hierarchy of Bore1 
sets (i.e. YE = C,,-(E) for a unique function f : EO + 6:'); in [14] we have shown that 
the hierarchy {Ya} is in a natural exact sense the finite version of the Wadge hierarchy 
of Bore1 sets. 
Now we consider the second example of the fine hierarchy. By a prebase (in a given 
set F) we mean a sequence { <,} of preorderings on F such that a ~~+l b implies 
a 3, b for all a, b E F and n < CO. To any such a prebase one can associate a base 
{L,} in P(F), h w ere L, is the class of all subsets of F closed upwards under <,,; the 
fine hierarchy over this base will be called the fine hierarchy over { <,}. Conversely, 
to any given base {L,} in P(F) one can associate a prebase { <,} in F defined as 
follows: a Gnb, if a EX implies b EX for all X EL,. Proof of the next assertion is 
omitted since it is quite elementary and straightforward (though one direction is true 
only for the case when F is finite). 
Proposition 5.2. For any jinite set F, the specijied correspondence b tween bases and 
prebases is one-one. 
Variations of the next notions play a significant role in some applications of the fine 
hierarchies considered in my papers. Fix a prebase { 6,) in a finite set F. 
Definition 5.3. (i) For ,U E o*, a p-tree ouer { <,} is a sequence {u. : 0 E 2”1p1} of 
elements of F such that u,,<~(J~I)u,~ for all o~2’1pl and k<l. 
(ii) A p-alternating tree for A C F is a p-tree {u#} over { 6,) such that ul 4 A 
and U,O $! A, U,,I E A for all o E 2 < IpI. 
The next proposition describes the fine hierarchy {SE} over {G,} in terms of the 
introduced notions. From left to right the proof is the same as in [14], the assertion 
(c) in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (and in the corresponding assertion from [lo]). The 
converse direction is proved similarly to Theorem 4.2 in [I 11. Following a referee’s 
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suggestion, we reproduce the proof here in order to give a typical example illustrating 
the notions and techniques relevant to the fine hierarchy. The strings ,ucc in this propo- 
sition are the same as in Section 4, and {L,} is the base corresponding to the prebase 
{Gn}. 
Proposition 5.4. For all tl < co and A E IJ, L,, A ES, iI there is no Ccl-alternating 
tree for k. 
Proof. By 4.7(ii), it suffices to prove that for all ~1 E o* and A E U, L, it holds: A E TP 
iff there is no p-alternating tree for x (where TP are constructed over the base {L,} 
as at the end of Section 4). This is proved by induction on 1~1. Let IpI= 0, then 
p-alternating tree for x has the fortn {ul,}, for u). E A. Nonexistence of such a tree is 
equivalent to A = 0, i.e. to A E T,. 
Let 1~1 > 0, then p is uniquely representable in the form p = vn[ for some v, 5 E o* 
and IZ E o with Vi < jvl(n < v(i)) and Vi < I<l(n <t(i)). 
Assume first that there is no p-alternating tree for A; we have to prove that A E q. 
Let Bo (respectively, Bi) be the set of all u E F such that there is no t-alternating 
tree {u,} for A (respectively for x) satisfying u Gnu;.. It is clear that Bo,B, EL,. Note 
? - 
that there are no t-alternating trees for ABo and AB1. (Suppose e.g. that {E} is a 
_ 
c-alternating tree for ABo. Then v), E A?30. But v;, Gnu, and Bo EL,, so vE E Bo for all e 
of length d ItI. So {us} is a r-alternating tree for A. By definition of Bo then vi, 6 Ba, 
which is a contradiction.) 
Now let us check that there is no v-alternating tree {wg} for kUBoUB1. Suppose the 
contrary, then w;, E &?,A. By the choice of v and n we have WA <,,+I wg, so WI, =,, wg. 
Then wg E &$t for all 6 of length <(VI and a fortiori {wg} is a v-alternating tree 
for i For every 6 of length Iv1 we have wg E BoBi, so, by the definition of Bo,Bt, 
there are c-alternating trees { pt} for k and (4:) for A such that wg <,pi and wg dnq;. 
Let ud = wa for 0 of length < (VI and u6aE = pt, ~61~ =qi for 6 of length (VI and E of 
length 6151 (for .s=iO.. .&_I E2* we denote E=(l - io)...(l - ik-1)). Then {u,} 
is a p-alternating tree for 2, a contradiction. 
We haveproved that there are no v-alternating trees for kUBo UB1 and t-alternating 
- 
trees for ~Bo and AB1. By the induction hypothesis, AUBo UBi E TV and xBo,ABl E q. 
_ 
ThenBo,BtEL,, Ao=ABoE~;;,A~=ABI ET~,Az=A&B~ET,~~~A=BoAoUB~A~U 
&$,Az, BoBlAo = BoBIAI. Hence, A E Bi.sep(L,, q, ?t, Ty) and, by 4.7(i), A E T,, as 
desired. 
It remains to show that if A E q then d has no p-alternating tree. Suppose the con- 
trary, so A is defined by a p-tree {A,} over {L,} and there is a p-alternating tree 
1UG1.3 E 2SP for i, in particular UJ,,U~O E A, ual 6 A. Let B = f~ {&I6 E 2l’l,k < 2). 
Let C;.=F and C,=A,B for 0 # 3,. For any 6~21’1 let Di=Ef=F and Df=A60r, 
E,” = Aslf for r # A. From the choice of v, n, 5 easily follows that {C,,} is a v-tree defin- 
ing AB and for any 6 E 21’1 sequences {Dt} and {Et} are t-trees defining, respectively, 
the sets AAdo and A?As~. 
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Now consider three following cases: !.& $! A& for all 6 E 2l”l,k < 2; ~60 E Aso for 
some 6 E 21”l; ugi E Ah1 for some 6 E 2l”l. 
In the first case, uO E B for all cr E 2’1’1 (because &,k EL,, z&, d&k for o C 6 E 2l”i 
and u,, z-n up for 0,~ E 2<1”1), h ence {~,},,~~~1,1 is a v-alternating tree for ABE T,. In 
the second case, ugsr E Aho for all r E 2 Girl (because ~60 l A60 E L, and ~60 <,+60~), 
hence {uso~}~~~~~:I is a r-alternating tree for A460 E q. In the third case, {z~if}~~~~li, 
is similarly a t-alternating tree for ~?A61 E q. In all cases we get contradictions with the 
induction hypothesis, because IvJ, [[I < 1~1. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
6. Fine hierarchy of regular sets 
Now we consider a fine hierarchy which is most important for this paper. Let 
90 = 9@, _Y1 = WZZi and Tn+2 = 9. By 3.2(i), Y = {_Yn}nto is a reducible base, so 
we can construct the fine hierarchy {W,} over 9. Note that 9, = 9? for CI 2 w”, hence 
the classes W, are interesting only for tl < OP. By 3.l(ii) and 4.3(iii), U,,,,. 9% = 9?. 
Let Ut, Ur(n Q 1) be regular sets from 3.2(iii) and A, = A$ a < COO, be the sets 
constructed as in the beginning of the preceding section (note that the construction 
for CI < ow depends only on the sets U:, U; for n < 1). The sets Ul, Ur satisfy also 
2.3(iii) for n< 1, hence, by 5.l(ii), any A, is P&complete and not selfdual. 
Repeating the proof of Proposition 5.1 (with <DA in place of <CA and assertions 
from Section 3 in place of the corresponding assertions from Section 2) we get the 
following “effective” version of that proposition. 
Proposition 6.1. (i) For any M < oW, the class ~22~ is downward closed under <<DA. 
(ii) For any CI < COO, the set A, is &f’,-complete with respect to <DA and A, 
$DA A,. 
(iii) For any CI < ~9, the class &?, has the separation property. 
Now we are able to prove one of our main results. It is a (nontrivial) reformulation 
of a result in [22] showing that the sets A,,&,A, @ & are canonical representatives 
for the structure (9’; <DA ). 
Theorem 6.2. (i) For any a < ow, A, 6~~4 &. 
(ii) For all IX < p < ow, A, @3 iN < DAA~. 
(iii) Any regular o-language is DA-equivalent to one of the sets A,,,&,A, @ & 
(c1< 0”). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from 6.1, so it remains to prove (iii). Let E E W. By 3. I(ii) 
and 4.3(iii), E E W, U8, for some IX < oY”. Choose the least such LX. By 4.3(i), one of 
the following alternatives holds: 
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By 3.2(ii), the base Y is interpolable. By 4.3(v), in the third alternative the ordinal CI 
must be a successor, say 0: = fi + 1. It suffices to show that for the alternatives in (1) 
we respectively have E z_DA A,, E =_DA fl and E rb~Ab 83 Ai. 
Assume first that E E .9,\&. By 6.1, E <nA A,, SO it remains to show A, <DA E. 
Suppose the contrary, then A, $nsE and, by 3.1.(v), A, <csE. By 2.4(ii), E<cs A,, 
hence l? <OS A,, l? <DA A, and, by 6.1, E E !&“,. A contradiction. 
The second alternative is dual to the first one, so it remains to consider the third 
alternative. By the argument from the preceding paragraph, Aa,A> <DA E, so Ag @ 
1~ <DA E and it remains to show that E <DA Ag @ 2~. By 4.3(vii), E = Eo 6 U El V, 
for some Eo,_t?l E Wg and I$, V, ELO with hV, = 8, I$, U 6 =Xw. Then I$, = vt and 
6 is clopen, so 6 = W . X0 for a finite set W LX*. By 6.1, there are deterministic 
asynchronous finite transducers 9-0, 9-1 reducing respectively EO to Ap and El to 2~. It 
is an easy exercise to construct a deterministic asynchronous finite transducer reducing 
E to Ag @ 2~. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 6.2 gives very clear, purely algebraic and automata-free description of the 
fine structure of K. Wagner. It immediately implies the following assertion from [22]. 
Corollary 6.3. The structure (3; <DA) is almost well-ordered with the corresponding 
ordinal cow. 
Our results provide alternative proofs also for the following facts from [22]. 
Corollary 6.4. (i) There is an algorithm computing from (a Muller automaton for) 
a regular w-language E the (notation of the) set from 6.2 DA-equivalent to E. 
(ii) The DA-reducibility and the CA-reducibility coincide on g’. 
Proof. (i) By 3.1(v) and 2.4(ii), for all regular o-languages A and B, one of the 
conditions A d ns B, B dns A holds. By a result in [2], there is an algorithm computing 
which one of the conditions holds (because the condition A <ns B may be written as 
a sequential finite-state condition, see Remark 3 at the end of [22]). This algorithm 
together with the proof of 6.2 yields a desired algorithm. 
(ii) By 6.2, it suffices to show that the relations < CA and <DA coincide on the class 
{A,,&A, $ ANJa <co}. But this follows from 5.1 and 6.1 completing the proof. 
Remark 6.5. In [23] it is shown that there exists a polynomial-time algorithm com- 
puting from a Muller automaton the corresponding level of the fine hierarchy (see also 
[3]). The existence of such an algorithm does not follow from the argument above as 
well as from the invariants described in the next section. 
Let us summarize the established properties of the fine hierarchy (the last property 
is a particular case of 4.3(viii)). 
Corollary 6.6. (i) 9’1 U &‘, c 9, for cx < j? < oP. 
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(ii) U{~?&<W~}=& 
(iii) For any limit ordinal CI < cow, C& n d!, = Up<% Wp. 
(iv) For any CI <cow, classes 92, and P&+1 n .cJ&+~ are closed downwards and have 
greatest elements under <DA. 
(v) For any tl<uP, classes W,\9& and (W ” cx+, n 92,+1)\(2’, U 8,) are equivalence 
classes under ECA and EDA. 
(vi) For any a <cow, the class 8, has the separation property. 
The next two corollaries follow respectively from 4.4 and 4.5. The first one gives 
an especially clear description of the fine hierarchy in terms of the classes 90,Yi 
while the second one states an interesting closure property of the fine hierarchy. Let 
Ti be the set of Boolean terms with variables vf, v,r, (n <co) and F, be the operations 
on classes of sets defined in Section 4. 
Corollary 6.7. It holds {~!or,&‘a~cc<~W} = {t(L!‘)lt E T,}. 
Corollary 6.8. The collection {W,, &‘, Ja < oW} is closed under the operations F,, and 
the structure formed by this collection and these operations is recursive. 
The last result of this section states close relationship between hierarchies from 
Sections S and 6. This is an interesting fact because its analogs for other examples of 
the fine hierarchy usually fail (an exception is a result from [S, 61 stating analogous 
fact for the hyperarithmetical sets in place of the regular sets). It extends Theorem 
4.7 from [l] where the corresponding assertion was proved for the difference hierarchy 
over Ga-sets (classes of this hierarchy coincide with ours BUk+, (k<o)). 
Theorem 6.9. For any CI < ~9, 92, = W f? 9,. 
Proof. The inclusion from left to right is trivial, so consider the converse inclusion. 
By 6.2, it suffices to show that if one of the sets A~,~~,A~ ~32~ @<CO) is in YX then 
it is in gE. But this follows from 6.4, 5.1 and 6.1 completing the proof. 0 
7. Invariants for fine hierarchy 
The fine hierarchy (9,) was defined in the preceding section in an automata-free 
manner. Here we present an automata-theoretic description of this hierarchy. We ask 
the reader to refresh our second example of the fine hierarchy from Section 5 and the 
notations &, f(q, w), <<o, < 1 from Section 1. 
We start by relating a prebase to any deterministic finite automaton 9 = (Q, qo, f) 
over X. Let GO, < 1 be the above-mentioned preorderings on d and d ,,+2 be the 
trivial preordering on 6 coinciding with the equality relation. Then {G,},,, is clearly 
a prebase in ~9, so we can construct the fine hierarchy {Sol} over {Gn}. Note that the 
Boolean closure of Li is P(E), hence U,,,<,, S, =P(&) by 4.3(iii). A u-alternating 
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tree for a Muller automaton (9,.&t’) is by definition the p-alternating tree for A’& 
over {Gn}. 
The next result is a particular case of 5.4. 
Corollary 7.1. For any Muller automaton (9, J.@) and any a <cow, J&‘& E S, ifs there 
is no pl-alternating tree for (F,JZ). 
The next lemma is the main technical result of this section. Its proof uses Lemmas 
2.2 and 2.3. 
Lemma 7.2. Let ,a E 2*, {A,} b e a reduced p-tree over {Xz+1} and { UO} be a p-tree 
over {<,,}. Then there exists a continuous function h :X0 +Xw such that c1 E A”, 
implies I,-(h(m)) = U, for all a EX~ and o E 2*. 
Proof. Proof is by induction on 1~1 the case p = A being trivial. For p # il represent 
p as in the proof of 5.4, i.e. p = vnt, where v, r E 2”, n < 1, n < v(i) for i < ]vI and 
n<&j) forj<]tj. Then U,CUJ, for lol<lv] and U,<,Ua for oC6 and (6l~lvj+l. 
Cut the tree {A,} into a reduced v-tree {Bb} and reduced t-trees {Bf} for all 
6 E 21”l+’ defined as follows: 
B,=A, for lol<lv\ and B,=(b for l~l>jv], 
B; =Xw and Bf =Aat for r#A. 
By induction hypothesis, there exist continuous functions h’ and h6 ()6(= Iv/ + 1) such 
that I,-(h’(N)) = U, for CI E B, and I.~(h’(cr)) = Ua, for tl E @. Fix a EXO and denote 
j=h’(a) and yb=h6(,). Choose numbers m’ (IS]= Iv]+l) such that f(qo,Y”[k])E U, 
Uar for all k > m’, and let p” = f (qs, Y~[&]). Let m’ be defined in the same way, with 
y’ in place of y” and c’; in place of U, Udr. We construct h(cr) in the form WOWI . . . 
of the infinite concatenation of words wk to be defined by induction. 
In the case n = 1 we have v = 2, ,u = 14 is a sequence of l’s and U, 2 U, for all 
(T & r. For all p E U, and i < 1, choose a word vj E X” such that f (p, I$) = pi and 
{f(p, v#k]) : k< lv~]} = UJ&. Let g be the function from 2.3(ii) (for the sets Ao,A, 
from the current proof), and let B = g(a). 
Let wg = y’[m’], where i = b(O). For k>O, let 1 be the number of i’s (i= /3(k)) 
at the end of the word j?[k + 11. If I= 1 (i.e. j?(k)#fl(k - l)), let Wk = vj, where 
p = f(q9, wo . . . q-1). Otherwise, let wk = yi(mi + I). 
Now, if CI @A0 UA1 then, by 2.3(ii), /I(k) # P(k - 1) for infinitely many k, hence, by 
the choice of vj and by construction, I.p(h(cc)) = U,. If a E Ai then, again by 2.3(ii), 
/3(k) = i for almost all k. From construction it follows that I.,-(h(a)) = I,-(?‘). Remem- 
bering the properties of h’ we see that the function h has the desired properties. 
For n = 0, let g6 (ISI = Iv1 + 1) be the function from 2.2(i) (with Aa in place of 
A), and /Is = g’(a). For all p E Ul and 6 E 21”l+‘, choose a word $ EX* such that 
f(PY VP”) = P”. 
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Let wo = y’[m’]. For k > 0, consider three following cases. If j?“[k] are sequences of 
O’s for all 6 E 21”l+’ then let wk = y’(m’ + k - 1). If k is the least number for which 
the first case is false then find the unique 6 E 21’l+’ with j?“(k - 1) = 1 and let wk = uj, 
where P = f (40, wo . . . wk_1). In other cases find the unique 6 E 21’1+’ and the least 
k’<k - 1 with p’(k’) = 1 and let wk = y6(k - k’). 
Now, if CI $ U {Ad : 161= (v/f 1) then, by 2.2(i) and by construction, h(u) = y’, hence 
Z.q(Zr(a))=Z,-(h’(a)). Otherwise, CI E& for a unique 6 E 21”1+‘. By 2.2(i) and by con- 
struction, Z~(h(a))=[~(h”(a)). This shows that function h has the desired properties 
completing the proof. q 
Now we are able to establish the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7.3. For any Muller automaton (9,A) and any CI<C@‘, Z(Y,A) E 9& ifs 
there is no pE-alternating tree for (9,z). 
Proof. By 7.1 and 6.9, if suffices to show that A6 E S, iff I(@, A!) E YE. For impli- 
cation from left to right, note that Z(fl,A!‘)= Z(P,A!‘&), hence it suffices to deduce 
Z(P,&) E YE from A’ E&. By 4.3(iv), it suffices to show that the function A4 I+ 
Z(P,A) is a homomorphism of the Boolean algebra P(8) into the Boolean algebra 
P(P) sending L, into I;:+,, for n < 1. We have Z(S$ _A?‘) = Z,‘(A), where the function 
I.p :Xw --+ d was defined in Introduction, hence our function is really a homomorphism 
of Boolean algebras. It remains to deduce Z(F, A) E Ef+t from A?’ EL,. 
For n = 0, a E Z(p, ~82’) iff M <O &z(a) for some A4 E A!‘. This implies the following: 
cx E Z(P, A’) ct 3 A4 E A3 q E A43 k( f (40, a[k]) = q). (2) 
Implication from left to right is clear. Conversely, let f (40, a[k]) = q for some M, q, k as 
in (2). Let p E [~(a), so f (40, a[Z]) = p for some Z > k. Then f (q, a[k, I]) = p, hence 
A4 <or,-(a) and a fortiori &P(E) E A!, i.e. a E Z(P, J&‘). This proves (2) which by the 
Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm gives Z(F, A!) E Ep. 
For n = 1, CI E Z(F, A#) iff &z(a) C A4 for some A4 E A’. In other words, 
a~Z(g,_,) H 3MEAt’VqEQ(Vk3Z>k(f(qo,a[Z])=q) +qEM). 
By the Tarski-Kuratowski algorithm, Z(F, A) E Et. 
It remains to show that A&& $! S, implies Z(P, A!) @ 9,. By 7.1, there is 
a pL,-alternating tree {UC} for (9, z). By 5.1, there is a set A E 9N\Yx. By 4.7(iii), 
2 is defined by a reduced pa-tree {Ad} over L. Let h be the function from 7.2. By 
4.6(iii) and 5.3(ii), A = {a EJY’IIp(h(a)) E A}. Hence A <CA Z(F,A) and, by 5.1, 
Z(F, A&‘) $! YE. This completes the proof. 
From 7.3, 6.9 and 4.7 we immediately get invariants for regular sets under equiva- 
knCe modulo =cA. 
Corollary 7.4. Let (F, A) and (91, Al) be MuZZer automata and 8 C P(Q), 6’1 C 
P(Ql) be the sets dejined as in the beginning of this Section. Then the following 
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conditions are equivalent: 
(i) /(F, &) ECA ~(FI, J+t); 
(ii) for any p E 2”, (9, A’) has a p-alternating tree ifs(3j, A%+‘, ) has a p-alternating 
tree. 
Remark 7.5. The reader could note the surprising close analogy of the methods above 
with the methods used for the estimation of index sets. Some our papers in that field, 
in particular [lo], used similar ideas and notions (though technically the proofs here 
are easier). 
8. Coarse structure 
Here we show that invariants for the coarse structure considered in [21] and [22] can 
be treated as a particular case of our invariants. Together with some our earlier results 
this leads to a nice description of the coarse structure in terms of a simple Boolean 
operation. 
Definition 8.1 (Wagner [22]). (i) A chain for a Muller automaton (F,._&‘) is a se- 
quence U, c . . . & U, of elements of d such that Ui E -4 iff Vi+1 $4. The number 
m + 1 is the length of this chain. 
(ii) A chain as above is a -chain (a +chain), if r/, $ A? (resp. U, E A). 
The next notion is an evident variation of the corresponding notion from [22]. 
Definition 8.2. (i) A superchain of type (m,n) for a Muller automaton (9, A) is a 
sequence (CO, . . . , C,,) of chains of length m + 1 for (P, _&‘) such that Ci is a -chain 
iff Ci+r is a +chain. 
(ii) A superchain as above is a -superchain (a fsuperchain), if CO is a -chain 
(resp. a +chain). 
The next result relates these invariants of K. Wagner to ours. Define vi E 2* by 
v”,=(lmO)“lm, where lm is the string of m 1’s. E.g., vz=On, vi=ll, v~=1110111 
andsoon.Notethat ~v~~=m(n+l)+n=(m+l)(n+l)-1. 
Proposition 8.3. For any Muller automaton (9, -4) and for all m, n < o the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) there is a -superchain of type (2m,n) for (9,A’); 
(ii) there is a $,-alternating tree for (*,A). 
The same is true with 2m + 1 in place of 2m and + in place of -. 
Proof. The second assertion is considered similarly to the first one (evident modifica- 
tions are caused by the fact that the relation d 1 in trees corresponds to the “inverse” 
relation > in chains), so consider only the first assertion. Let { Vb} be a $,-alternating 
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tree for (9, A“). Let r be the string of length (2~2 + 1 )(n + 1) = Iv:, 1 + 1 of alternating 
l’s and O’s started with 1. For iGIrl, let Q= V,IiI. Forj<n, let Cj=(U(~~+i~j+2~,..., 
U(Z~+I)~). Then (CO,. . . , C,) is a -superchain of type (2~2, n) for (9, .A’). 
Conversely, let a superchain (CO,. . , C,, ) be given, written as above. In particu- 
lar, we have the inclusions Wi > . . > FK,,, where F’= Uc2m+ijj+2m-i. Let 9 be the 
unique function from 2 G2m into (0,. . . , 2m) such that g(A)=O, g(ak)E{laJ,lol + I} 
for a E 2<2m, k <2, and g(a) is odd iff a has 1 at the end. Then { II$i,> and { I$$‘} 
are $,-alternating trees for (F,A!‘) and (P,;,), respectively. Moreover, any member 
of { H$A’} (j < n) is reachable from any member of { E$c,}. 
Now, let h be defined as g above but with n in place of 2m. Define V,( Ial < I#& I) 
as follows. If )a] <2m, let V, = I$;‘. Otherwise, find unique i < co, ao, . . . , ai E 22m, 
ai+l E 2 ‘2m and ko,. . . , ki < 1 with a = aoko . . . aikiai+l and set: V, = Ff$~~j”’ for ki = 0 
and J$=I$~~k~;;“‘forki=l (whereagaino=(l--sa)...(l-sj_i)fora=sa.. 
2*). Then ccl} is a v” 
‘Sj-1 E 
2,-alternating tree for (F,JZ) completing the proof. 0 
Now we locate levels of the coarse structure in the fine hierarchy and describe them 
in terms of a natural Boolean operation. From results in [22] it follows that these levels 
may be defined as follows. 
Definition 8.4. Let $m:‘, be the class of sets Z(F, A!) such that there is no -superchain 
of type (m,n) for (F,A!). The dual class for &‘, is denoted by c^$,. 
Define ordinals g(m, n) by: g(0, n) = IZ and g(m + 1, n) = d’+‘(n + 1). From definition 
of the strings px in Section 4 it follows that ,Q~,~) = v; for all m, n <co. Together with 
8.3 and 4.7 this implies the following assertion. 
Corollary 8.5. For all m, n < w, D2m+, -g)g(2m,n), &$=A’~(z,,,+~,,,) and {&‘,, Cm+, ^n+l _ ” -n+1 ) 
= P&?z,n)> &m.n,>. 
For classes of sets & and a, let d + .%?= {AABjA E &‘,B E !3}, where A is the 
symmetric difference. From results in [ 12, 141 it follows that g,, = 55’0 + . . . + LFo (n 
times), @\,!,)+i = =!Zi + . . . + 9, (m + 1 times) and B)o,J1+1(n+2j - gU,,+ + B,,+i. This 
gives the following elegant description of levels of the coarse structure in terms of the 
classes 5&5?~ from Section 6 and the operation +. This description seems a bit easier 
than the description in Theorems 13 and 14 from [22]. 
Theorem 8.6. The collection {em’:, , @,‘i, jm, n <w} coincides with the collection of 
classes generated by the operation + from the classes 90,91. 
Remark 8.7. Our invariants have a form of binary trees. The results above show that 
for levels of the coarse structure they can be reduced to invariants of linear form. For 
other levels of the fine hierarchy such a reduction is impossible. In [9] we have shown 
that actually the “width” of the trees may be reduced. One could note that such a 
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reduction leads to technical complications. For this reason we think that “nonreduced” 
invariants considered here are indeed better. 
9. DS-hierarchy 
Theorem 6.2 describes the structure (W; <DA). In [22] there is also a similar de- 
scription of the structure (W; <OS). We can give an equivalent shorter description. 
Fora<oO and k<w, let B~=Ok~l~~,U(U{a~~,~a~Xk~',u#Ok~l}), where& are 
the sets from Section 6. The next result is the analog of 6.2 for the D&‘-reducibility. 
Theorem 9.1. (i) For any tx<oY, A, g.,k,. 
(ii) For al/ a<p<oY” and k<w, A,, & CDS Bk CDs Btf’ <DsAfl,.!ffl. 
(iii) Any E E 3 is DS-equivalent to one of A,, &, Bk, (a<@, k<m). 
Proof. (i) follows from 6.1. 
(ii) First we check that for any F E 2, F <DA A, iff F < Ds A,. Nontrivial is only 
the implication from left to right. Suppose it is false, so F <DA A, and F <Ds A,. By 
3.1(v) and 2.4(ii), 2, <osF, hence 2 r ,DA A,. A contradiction. Note that the same < 
argument proves also the equivalence A, <DA F iff A, < DS F, as well as the analogs 
of the both equivalences with & in place of A,. 
Now we prove (ii). For any k < co, A, @ A, -_DA Bk,, hence, by the preceding para- 
graph, A,, & < Ds B% < us Ab,jb. It remains to prove that Bt < Ds B!j+ ’. The condition 
B; < Ds B;+’ is clear, so it remains to prove Bk,+’ g0.y BE. Suppose the contrary and 
choose a continuous function f CS-reducing Bk,+’ to Bt . Let g be the unique function 
satisfying f(Ok+’ 5) = ng(t), where r~ is a fixed element of Xk+’ and 5 is an arbi- 
trary element of X”. Define the function h as follows: if q = ok+’ then h(t) = g( 10, 
otherwise h(t) = g(O4). Then h G&reduces A, to & (e.g., in the second case the con- 
ditions 5 E A,, Ok+‘05 E B%+‘, qg(Oc) E B%, g(Og) ~2% are pairwise equivalent). Hence, 
A, <ask, which is a contradiction. 
(iii) is proved by the same scheme as 6.2(iii), hence we ask the reader to find 
the corresponding page. For the first two alternatives in (1) we have respectively 
E -_DS A, and E zDs&, by the remarks from the beginning of this proof. For the 
third alternative, consider representations for E and 6 from the proof of 6.2. Let 
k <co satisfies W CXk”. The class {(u . X0’) f’ Ela cXk+‘} coincides, modulo DS- - 
equivalence, with {Ab,jp} (otherwise SE da U 4~). From this one easily gets that 
E 3~s Bi. This completes the proof. 0 
Note that the argument above is very similar to that in the proof of properties of 
the Lipschitz reducibility in [ 191. 
From 9.1 and 6.2 we immediately get the following. 
Corollary 9.2. The structure (9; <Ds) is almost well-ordered with the corresponding 
ordinal cow, but it is not isomorphic to the structure (W; <DA). 
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For CI <ww and k < cc), let .%‘!t be the class of all sets A CX” such that {/?]w/? 
EA}E.%&U&., for all wEX LC+’ . From the proof of 9.1 it follows that B?t = {A ]A <us 
B:}, so the sequence {gE, &?:} is related to <os in the same way as the fine hierar- 
chy is related to d DA. In particular, we have d, U S& c @ c 92: c . . . ,Wi = L&Z and 
lJkBk=&?ti+i n&?,+i for all M-COY, k<w. 
Our last result provides invariants for the classes Wt (and hence for the structure 
(B ; <DS)). The proof is omitted because it is almost the same as the proof of 7.3. 
Theorem 9.3. For any Muller automaton (P, .A’), any a < ow and any k < o, l(P, .A’) 
@S$ ifs there exist ,uu-alternating trees {UC} and { &} respectively for (9, ~2’) and 
(9,s) and a word w EX”~ such that f (40, w) E U;, n I$. 
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